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Droppings 

 

Run #978– Nov. 29th, 2017  

Hare(s): Doggie Style & Slippery When Wet 

Location:  Legion 

Prelube: LBGs  

On On: LBGs 

Scribe: Pucker Sucker 

Some little known alternative facts about our Hashers 

HARE #1 

DOGGY STYLE 

 

HARE #2 

SLIPPERY WHEN WET 

 

 

 

 

Current Religious Advisor   

 CUM HONOUR 

 

½ VIRGIN 

UNNAMED Glen 

 

CHIPS A WHORE 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #1 

 

 

 

 

 

-Not known for his on on runs, 

but for his lONg lONg runs. 

-Has the sideburns of a sex gawd. 

-Wears a shower cap in the bath. 

-Can only drink beer in even 

numbers. 

-Plays Hide and Seek 

Professionally. 

 

-Eats yellow snow for endurance. 

-Sings the Muppets Manamena 

song when receiving pleasure of 

any sort. 

-Could be a Muppet herself. 

-Unnerving collection of used 

insoles. 

- Will Hisssssssss if provoked. 

 

-Closes eyes for pictures for fear 

of “soul sucking”. 

-Will keister 26 of fireball. 

-Looking at having arm bones 

disconnected for that perfect 

sleeve execution. 

-Dabbles in tentacle porn. 

-Had to be cut out of little tikes 

cozy coupe with Jaws of Life 

once. 

 

-Finds that skunky smell 

strangely erotic. 

-Rubs one out on trail. 

-Calls check backs, get this….  

Back Slashes. 

-Makes scotch tape scary faces 

in spare time. 

-That “guy” that reheats fish in 

the office microwave. 

 

-Had pinky permanently altered for 

that fancy as fuck look while 

drinking? 

-Will store licorice in any/all 

orifices. 

-Expert at identifying unknown 

substances using finger to mouth 

method. 

-Will sit in the middle seat if 

necessary. 

-Doesn’t wipe down exercise 

equipment after use. 
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ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #2 

HUMIDITITIES 

 
 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #3 

MOBY’S DICK 

 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #4 

WET SPOT 

 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #5   

CURB CRAWLER 

 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #6 

DRIPPING WET GAP 

 

 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #7 

BROKEN BONER 

 

 

 

ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #8 

DON’T KNOW DICK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Always has extra flashlights, 

batteries, flares, waterwings, and 

rubber duckies. 

-Snorts flour to prepare for a run. 

-Donates extra boob sweat to the 

less fortunate. 

-4 words: Ping Pong Party Tricks. 

-Will place one pubic hair in 

every dish made. 

 

-Proficient at playing the Air Tuba 

at NO B’s concertos. 

-5 words: Extreme Ping Pong 

Party Tricks. 

-Known for twerking while 

working. 

-Did naked run wearing 3 socks. 

-Dicks a little small, but its 

allllllright 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

-Gets called out for shortcutting, 

actually on squirrel lifesaving 

missions. 

-Drinks beer with a straw. 

-Can play armpit to tune of 

“assssssoul”. 

-Frequently wears human cone of 

shame. 

-Pees standing up. 

 

 

-Master ninja of blurry shadows. 

-Has crazy long Vas Deferens. 

-Once ate a ketchup and mustard 

sandwich. 

-Joined a clicky pen band called 

the Pen Island Clickers. 

-Prominent member of our 

“donating” community. 

 

-Charges other hashers to 

distract from own offences. 

-Won a wet tee shirt contest by 

eating the most wet tee shirts. 

-Throws napulous Nyquil 

parties. 

-Wears grocery bags under 

socks. 

-Marks checks using bare 

hands. 

 

 

-Has tattoo of moustache under 

actual moustache incase of 

accidental moustache removal. 

-Wears weights in shoes for that 

extra Thun Thun Thun. 

-Holds world record for throwing 

fish at road signs. 

-Never washes hash shorts for 

luck. 

-Snorkels in public fountains for 

that extra Hash Cash (usually 

nude). 

 

 

-Alternate wrestling persona as the 

Corona Crusher (lime bodysuit). 

-Can make pickles in ladyparts- extra 

Tangy! 

-Left tit hangs over her shoulder. 

-No need for flashlight, she’s a Fem 

Bot with laser vision. 

-After hours dominatrix. 
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ASS (short for assorted) HASHER #9 

BLOW STICK 

 

 

SCRIBE (ALSO AN ASS) HASHER #10 

PUCKER SUCKER 

 

 

On ON 

Pucker. 

 

 

Run details to come 

Run #978  will be in Westpark 

 

 

-Uses toothpaste as lube, extra 

Minty! 

-Can crush cans telekinetically 

-Takes one hour a day to stare at the 

sun. 

-Patent pending on the fur lined 

taint warmer. 

-Pees sitting down. 

 

-Thinks On On stands for 

Onward Onions. 

-Can imitate a chair. 

-Once set trail with cooked Kraft 

dinner.   

-Fills water balloons with Toilet 

water. 

-Just dropped another awesome 

scribe nomination. 

 


